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Bank Clerk Question Papers: How to go for it

AspThese students cirants who want to serve the government banks appear for the bank clerk exams. rack
the bank exams with the help of previous bank clerk question papers.

Sept. 3, 2009 - PRLog -- Aspirants who want to serve the government banks appear for the bank clerk
exams. These students crack the bank exams with the help of previous bank clerk question papers. 

In India their are various Government Banks like Oriental Bank of Commerce, Bank of Baroda,  Allahabad
Bank, Canara Bank, Punjab National Bank, State Bank, etc and various private bank like  YES Bank,
HDFC Bank, ICICI Bank, etc are available. All banks conduct their exams separately for the post of clerk. 

How to go for it:

Whenever we appear for the bank clerk exams, the first thing we do is that we refer to the previous year
bank clerk question papers, so that we can get an idea about the pattern of the question papers. Question
papers play a very important role in exams. If you have practiced previous bank exam papers
(http://education.latestt.com/questionpapers/qpdetails.aspx?CatId=96&CatName=Bank-Exam-Paper)
before giving an exam, it is considered to be really helpful as you get an idea about the pattern. Thus, it is
extremely important that students take their Bank Clerk Exams (
http://education.latestt.com/questionpapers/paperlists.as...) seriously, and hence make the right preparations
for them. 

However, there are a couple of basic things that one should keep in mind while preparing to crack the Bank
Clerk Question Papers
(http://education.latestt.com/questionpapers/paperlists.aspx?CatId=514&CatName=Bank-Clerk-Grade-Que
stion-Papers).

The first point is to study all the RELEVANT material thoroughly. Often, there is just too much
information available, and students need to select which topics are important and which are not to make the
best use of their time.

Preparing a time table and sticking to it is another necessity for making sure you score well in Bank Clerk
Exams. However, one must also accommodate enough time for recreation as well, in the right balance.

A balanced diet and proper sleep go more than just relaxing the body. They also help you prevent undue
stress and help perform better in studies as well as the final exams.

What comes in Bank Clerk Exams:

Written Exams

The Bank Clerk Exams may include questions on arithmetical number series,  verbal and figure
classification, arithmetical reasoning, relationship concepts, observation, discrimination, visual memory,
decision-making, analysis, judgment, problem-solving, space visualization, differences, similarities,
analogies, etc. 

The questions on judging the candidate's abilities to deal with abstract ideas and symbols and their
relationships, arithmetical computation and other analytical functions are also included in the test. 
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Test of English Language:
This test is conducted to find out the command on English language. In this test, the questions on
 comprehension of a passage,  antonyms, synonyms, sentence completion, vocabulary, grammar, etc. are
asked. 
Test of Numerical Ability:
The main purpose of conducting this test is to test the ability of arithmetical computation of whole numbers,
decimals and fractions and relationship between numbers. The arithmetical concepts and relationship
between are the main key points on which questions are asked. The questions are not based on complicated
arithmetical computations. 

Test of Clerical Aptitude:
This test is conducted to judge the candidate's perceptual accuracy and aptitude. The questions are asked on
differences and similarities between the pairs of numbers and names. The main purpose of conducting this
test is to know about the candidate's perceptual accuracy and aptitude and also to know that how he handle
office routine work like filing, abbreviating, indexing, etc. 

Descriptive Papers:
It is conducted to evaluate the higher order cognitive abilities of the candidate. 

If a candidate clears both exams objective and descriptive separately, then he gets call for personal
interview that is considered to be the final round of the Bank Clerk Examination. Now, the candidate is
ready to serve the bank as a clerk.

--- End ---
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